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KELCIE McCRAE
RegisterReporter
￿See MISS HBCU on Page 2
Senate calls special session
to investigate Jasmin,
executive boards actions
PHOTOSBYKENNETH HAWKINS -THE A&T REGISTER
"I was not going to
write an article," Killian said.
"I was contacted by University
Relations so that I could be
updated on the happenings of
the University. After this, I told
Mable Scott that some students
I was unfamiliar with stopped
by my office and made mention
of this (the homecoming
situation,) but I was going on
my honeymoon."
Upon further investigation,
there was never an article to
be written. Joe Killian, Staff
Reporter of the News & Record,
who is assigned to cover North
Carolina A&T for the paper,
is the only person who would
write such an article for the
News & Record.
into question when Jasmin
stated that he was informed
that the News & Record would
be publishing an article about
the two performers being gang
related.
LaPORSHA LOWRY, DEXTER R
MULLINS & NOMA VILAN
The A&T Register
Last night at 7 p.m. in
Stallings Ballroom B, the
SGA Senate held a Special
Session to investigate the
actions that led to SGA
President Syene Jasmin
going on WXII and speaking
out regarding the character
of the artists invited to the
homecoming concert.
Senator Maurice Scott
started off the proceedings.
"Tonight is not a hearing for
impeachment," Scott said.
"The purpose ofthis meeting
is so that the Senate can gain
more insight as to why the
decision was made to go
to the media regarding this
homecoming issue."
Music artists Gucci Mane
and OJ the Juiceman are two
ofthe headliners ofthis year's
homecoming concert. The
two performers were called ￿ See SENATE on Page 2
WHEN THE SPRINGLERSBROKE Cooper residents begin salvaging the remains oftheirbelongings
after thespringier system malfunctioned on Sunday, causing a flood in thebuilding.
Though some students recall
being told A&T was not liable
for any damages, officials from
the university's Department of
Housing and Residence Life
are meeting to discuss concerns
and are evaluating, on an
individual basis, if they can or
cannot do something to help the
student(s).When this article was
written there were not yet any
documented damages made to
any electronics. Residents who
"I left my room and maybe
four minutes later all my bags
were wet," said Tyson Wright,
a sophomore physical therapy
major from Forest City, N.C.
"Water was going everywhere,
even out the door. Then we
had to leave, and the RA's said
we couldn't go back in. They
[Martin and RA's] did their job;
they had everything in order.
We were told that night that
A&T was not responsible for
any damages, but they couldn't
tell me why."
About 64 residents whose
items were extremely affected
by the flooding were transported
off campus and are temporarily
staying at Park Lane Hotel
located at 3005 High PointRoad.
The university is providing
shuttle services to take those
students to campus and back to
the hotel.
safe and that no one stayed to
act as spectators.
"Right now it [sprinkler
head] is expected to have
malfunctioned, causing one
of the rooms to fill up with
water," said Martin. "Water
dripped down all the way to the
basement, but as it got lower it
didn't damage too much, just
mainly items that may have
been right under oron the floor.
AfteranA&T Environmental
Health and Safety official was
called to shut off the water,
residents were allowed back into
the building at approximately
11:30 p.m. to assess their
personal damage. The main
concern ofMartin and the RA's
was to make sure residents were
Residents ofCooper Hall hadto be relocatedSunday night at
approximately 10:00p.m. after a
sprinkler erupted in aresident's
room on the third floor and
proceeded to flood parts of the
student residence hall.
Hall directorTeronMartinand
resident assistants immediately
began knocking on doors and
making an announcement on
the intercom for everyone to
leave the building. As the water
continued to spray, itcompletely
flooded one resident's room
and drained down the building,
affecting rooms on every floor
below.
News Editor
JASMINE JOHNSON
11
Thisannual competition of
queens is a way to showcase
young African American
women representing the
various HBCUs according
For her talent, Oparaacted
out a previously recorded
original spoken word piece.
"It made me really
look at myself," said Miss
Sophomore Jasmine Gurley.
"You hear about stuff
like that all the time from
preachers, but whenyou hear
it from someone close to you,
it means more."
"I, was really excited and
proud ofmyself," said Opara.
"All the months ofpreparing
and training really paid off."
Still Needed."
Opara, along with27 other
queens from 27 different
Historically Black College
and Universities throughout
the nation ranging from
Howard University to
Alabama A&M, came
togetherat theHyatt Regency
Atlanta hotel to compete in
this year's pageant titled,
"HBCU's Still Relevant...
Adding yet another title
to her already impressive
resume, Miss North Carolina
A&T Ngozi Opara won
first runner up in the 2009-
10 National Black College
AlumniHall ofFame Pageant
held in Atlanta on Saturday
Sept. 26.
"A&T showed up, and
showed out atall the workshops.
All ofus were in attendance and
participated well in them," said
Sophomore Class King, Dion
Harris.
to the National Black College
AlumniHall ofFameFoundation
Inc. website. They are judged
onpoise and projection, oratory,
talent and an interview. The
winner of the competition will
serve as anational representative
and advocate ofHBCUsand will
receive an academic scholarship
in addition to prizes.
Opara will also receive a
scholarship that totals $2,500
and ifthe reigning Miss National
Black College Alumni Hall of
Fame cannot fulfill her duties,
Oparawill become queen.
For the oratory portion of
the pageant, Opara performed a
heartfeltstoryabout herNigerian
mother's struggle coming to
America, and how attending an
HBCU impacted her life.
"She thought outside the
box," said Gurley. "All the
other queens used history like
talking about Martin Luther
King Jr. She pulled from amore
personable place and that gave
it [her talent] an extra element."
In additionto the competition,
queens and participants in the
festivities were able to attend
various workshops located in
the hotel, which ranged from
a positive image program to
a Town Hall Meeting with
collaboration withthe 100Black
Men ofAtlanta.Officialsuspects sprinkler system malfunction
in Sundaynight's Cooper Hall flooding
￿See FLOODED on Page 2
WEATHERONLINE
ONLINE
EXCLUSIVES
theYARD
UNST UNDER THE
MICROSCOPE
theWORD
WHIP IT LIKE A
SLAVE
theSCORE
OFFENSE NEEDS
TO GET ON IT
theSCENE
THE THEATRE
HAS A'WIDOW
THURSDAY: Sunny | High 74°
WEDNESDAY
High: 72°
Low: 46°
online
See our soundslide from 'Widow's
Row/ read our review of Rae-
kwon's new album and more all
A&T has charged a commission of
scholars from around the country
with determining the effectiveness
of UN ST.
Lil'Wayne's hit song just proves
that African Americans have
finally found a way to enslave
themselves.
The Aggies loss could be the fault
ofan offense that is not preform-
ing to it's fullest capacity.
The Cast of'Widow's Row' talks
about working with Samm-Art
Williams before the show debuts
this Saturday.
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LOSE AT
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REGISTER
The A&T
WEDNESDAY
NCATREGISTER.COM
SERVING THE AGGIE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 80YEARS
CAMPUS NOTEBOOK
THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NORTH CAROLINAA&T
Miss A&T awarded
second place among
28HBCU queens
MISS HBCU From page 1
"What sticks out most
on this experience is how
powerful black women
strive to represent not only
HBCU's but education.
Seeing positive people doing
positive things was truly a
beautiful experience," said
Opara.
A&T's alumna, and the
current Miss National Black
College Alumni Hall, TaNisha
Fordham crowned Kendall
Isadore, Miss Howard as the
2009-2010 queen.
SENATE From laqel
Amid the curiosity from
students about their property,
some parents have contacted
Martin and other housing
officials with concerns.
Ifany students have questions
they can go to Housing and
Residence Life, located in
Morrow Hall, and ask to speak
withLeonard Jones.
As this article went to press,
an attempt to contact Jones
was made several times with
no success. His office was
preparing an official statement
to give toparents ofresidents of
Cooper Hall.
bedding will receive the items
cleaned by A&T.
"I wasn't instructed to tell
students that A&T is not liable
for damages," said Wilbert
Guilford, an RA in Cooper
Hall on the second floor. "It's
common knowledge that A&T
is not liable for loss ofpersonal
property, like if something is
stolen. I do know that if it is
proven a student caused the
believe their major electronics
[laptop, tv, etc.] were damaged
have been asked to take the
items to the help desk, in order
for A&T to get an official word
ofwater damage.
Martinalso said that residents
who could document water
damage to their clothing and/or
In a press release issued
from Mable Scott, a special
assistant to the vice chancellor
of development and university
relations, the total estimated
value of damage is $75,000.
That cost includes damage to
personal items ofresidents and
the costs ofcleaning the rooms.
Currently, that cleanup process
includes removing the water
and making sure that sitting
water does not cause mold or
other problems.
sprinkler to go off, that student
will have to pay the cost of
damages."
Volleyball vs. UNCG
Corbett Sports Center
6 p.m. -8 p.m.
School of Nursing
Workshop Series
Noble Hall Room 0116
Conference Room
Noon
THURSDAY
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity
Inc. Car Show
Holland Bowl Plaza
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
rciuH
UCF Game Night
Memorial Student Union
Room 005
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Family Weekend: Family
Social
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7 p.m. -10:30 pm.
He's Just Not That Into You
MemorialStudent Union
Stallings Ballroom
8 p.m. -10 p.m.
"It was stated by
the President that I and Dr.
Welborne knew about the press
conference...actually we got
information at about 11:45 a.m.
the day of the interview," she
said. "At 12p.m.I contacted the
president, and he directed me
to Gary Brown. I asked him to
come to my office immediately.
Gary came to my office at 12:30
andI toldhimto go toUniversity
Relations so that he could be
best guided. The interview then
took place at 2 p.m.," Rashid
said.
Census 2010Forum
General Classroom Building
Room A218 Auditorium
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
While the session
may be over, it has yet to be
determined as to what will
happen to Jasmin, or if the
Senate will take any further
action.
A 30-minute session
was allotted for students to
speak and ask questions. Some
spoke in favor of the actions
taken, and some spoke against
them. However the majority of
the questions that were asked
were strictly in regards to the
decision making that transpired.
adjourned
At the end of the
meeting, the senators made a
motion to go into closed session.
Members of the audience and
media quickly stopped this
motion. Per the North Carolina
Open Meetings Law, unless
a public body is discussing
personnel matters (hiring or
firing) or financial matters, the
body has no grounds for closed
session. After this correction
was made, the meeting was
After numerous
other questions regarding why
Brown spoke on WXII before
his confirmation, and other
questions as to why Brown
and Jasmin spoke without prior
approval, the floor was yielded
to students.
At a point in the
meeting, Jasmin made a
statement in response to a
question from a member
of the senate as to whether
the advisors of SGA were
notified of the actions they
were prepared to take.
Dr. Judy Rashid, Dean
of Students, requested the
floor be yielded to her after
the comment was made, to
The Executive Board
(E-Board) was given a
chance to address the Senate,
but declined to do so in favor
ofthe program proceeding.
"On behalf of the
E-board, we really don't
have anything to say, lets
just get to the question and
answer portion," Dudley
said. Senator after senator
came up to the microphone
to ask questions as to why
Jasmin spoke on the news in
reference to the homecoming
lineup.
According to
University Relations, they
were notified by WXII and
the News &Record that some
students had come to them
and notified those media
outlets that students were
concerned about the content
of the selected performers.
It was following all of these
things that Jasmin stated he
decided to go to WXII.
"We were in a meeting
with our Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs, and after
speculationregarding a major
media outlet that an article
was going to be created
addressing the concerns, we
tried to tell what we thought
was the most honest and
subjective view of the story
from the Universities side,"
Jasmin said. "I take full
responsibility."
PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS • THE A&TREGISTER
SGA PRESIDENTSyene Jasmin(left) and hischief ofstaff, Gary Brown(right), defendedthemselves at a SpecialSession oftheSenate on
Tuesday night for an interview withWXII News 12 that airedThursday evening inwhich they apologized for the the homecoming lineup.
ZetaAlpha Pageant
Memorial Student Union
Stalliings Ballroom
7:20 p.m.-10 p.m.
Football vs. N.C. Central
Aggie Stadium
6 p.m. -11 p.m.
puter was taken by unknown sus-
pects, from his book bag when he
left the classroom. The estimated
value of the laptop computer is
$800.00
9/21/09
Larceny
Moore Gym
On 9/21 at 9:18pm,a male res-
ident student reported that some
unkown person took his book bag
from the outside basketball courts
at Moore Gym. The estimated
value of the property stolen is
$525.00.There was no witness to
this incident.
9/25
Vandalism
Parking Deck
On 9/25 at 12:40pm, a male
staff member reported that a
state vehicle was damaged dur
to a male non-student randomly
shooting in the air. GPD arrested
the suspect atWar Memorial Sta-
dium. The estimated cost of the
damaged property is $100.00.
Vandalism
Yanceyville Center
On 9/23 at 6:00pm, Lankford
Officer reported that unknown
suspects spray painted the side of
the building green and white.The
estimated damage to the building
is $100.00.
Miss Zeta Phi Beta
Coronation
Memorial Student Union
Stalllings Ballroom
7:20p.m.-10 p.m.
BusinessWeek
Merrick Hall
Room 125Auditorium
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
9/22/09
Counterfeiting
On 9/22 at 9:15pm, a female
employee of the Aggie Sit-in re-
ported that she has received coun-
terfeit money from an unknown
person
Student Union
Political Awareness &
Involvement
McNair Hall
Room 240 Auditorium
8 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
-Compiled by Chanel Nicole
On 9/21 at 6:30pm, a female
resident studentreported that she
had been involved in a vehicle ac-
cident with another vehicle in the
Haley Hall parking lot. The esti-
mated damage to both vehicles is
$2500.00. There were no known
injuries in this accident.This case
remains open for futher investiga-
tion.
Vehicle Accident
Haley Hall lot
On 9/26 at 10:00pm,a female
resident student reported a male
student fired a BB gun under her
residence hall door.The male stu-
dents were charged with posses-
sion of a firearm on campus and
possession of marijuana. This case
was marked closed and cleared.
9/26
Illegal Discharge
Vanstory Hall
Cherry Hall
9/24
Hit & Run
On 9.24 at 8:45pm, a male
student witnessed a suspect driv-
er strike a vehicle and leave the
scene of the accident. The suspect
was later identified and charged
with leaving the scene of an ac-
cident. The estimated damage to
the victims vehicle is $500.00.
There were no injuries reported
during this incident.
All facilities and personnel for
student replacement were noti-
fied.
On 9/27 at 10:13pm, a male
student reported that a fire sprin-
kler had been activated inside the
resident hall.
9/27
Damage to State Property
Cooper Hall
On 9/24at 8:17pm, a Resident
Hall Security Officer reported
that there was a strong odor of
marijuana coming from a room in
Pride Hall. UPD responded and
located drug paraphanelia. Both
residents of that room were cited
and released.
Drug Violation
Pride Hall
9/23
Larceny
Fort IRC Building
On 9/23at 2:23pm, a male stu-
dent reported that his laptop com-
(336) 334-7675
If you ever see anything suspicious
or need assistance call Campus Police
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FLOODED From page 1
clarify what happened by her
account.
.1
the veterans of
American wars, receiving a
quality college education from
their country has always been
a token ofgratitude from their
country since the inception of
the GI Bill. With the new Post
9/11 GI Bill, enacted into law
last year, veterans will be able
to benefit even more from the
overhaul ofthe bill.
For more information on
the new VA GI Bill, visit their
website at www.gibill.va.gov.
orcall toll free 1-888-GIBILL-l
(188-442-4551).
"Veterans have an amazing
opportunity to get a quality
education," Harold L. Martin,
Chancellor ofA&T, said. "We
are very excited about the
potential this program has."
service
Individuals who serve at
least 90 days of total service
after Sept. 11,2001 are eligible
for the Post 9/11 GI Bill. To
be eligible for 100 percent
of the benefits, an individual
must have served a total of 36
months active duty service,
or have been discharged for a
service-connected disability
after 30 days of continuous
"This is about welcoming a
new class of veterans into the
halls of Academia. Make it
count."
Others made additional
points about the UNST courses
and cluster classes. Students
objected to how it is more
difficult to learn in these types
of classes because of the large
amount ofstudents in one class.
Also, majority of the students
present at the forum told the
panel they felt that the UNST
courses are not as important to
During the discussion of
the UNST courses and cluster
classes, students made it clear
that the most beneficial courses
to take in the program are
Critical Writing, Contemporary
World, University Experience
and African American
Experience. It was said by
students that the reason they
favored these courses so much
is because these classes inform
students about vital information
that they can actually apply in
their careers.
"I feel as though UNST
courses do benefit students
however, at the same time the
course in the program can put
you behind" said sophomore
class president and political
science major Christian
Robinson.
Otherstudents who disagreed
with this position stressed that
some of the courses such as
Critical Writing can indeed be
beneficial to them and has help
them grow as students.
not as beneficial as they would
like.
The University Studies
Program was implemented in
2006and is the general education
curriculum ofA&Tand provides
the intellectual foundation for
theUniversity's degree-granting
programs. Students, especially
seniors at the forum expressed
how the UNST program puts
them in a guinea-pig situation
and how students are in trial
and error process. The first
question offorum, presented by
the host Joseph Escobar, asked
students if the UNST program
helped their overall growth as
a student. Majority of students
told members of the panel that
even though the program has its
pros and cons, the courses are
Administrators and faculty
of the university were politely
asked to leave the room to
ensure that students give their
honest opinion when answering
questions concerning all aspects
of the UNST program. Dr.
Herman Blake, member of the
evaluation team, urged that
students express themselves ina
truthful manner.
the first University Studies
Forum. The forum consisted
ofProfessors all assembled to
evaluate the UNST courses.
Students at North Carolina
A&T joined the SGA President
in Stallings Ballroom for
courses
them compared to their major
A member of the evaluation
team, Heather Watherton,
asked students if they had any
knowledge of the University
Studies Program before they
arrived to A&T. All of the
students present claimed that
they were not informed that
they had to take UNST courses
to graduate and some even
went further to discuss how
they didn't quite understand
why some of the courses are
required.
"Thepurpose oftheevaluation
team is to hold a mirror to the
university so A&T can see what
is happening" said Dr. Blake.
Members ofthe evaluation team
ensured students that all oftheir
response have great value and
will be taken seriously whenthe
evaluation report of the UNST
program is actually submitted.
Towards the ending of the
forum,Escobarposedyet another
question to students asking
them what they would suggest
be put in the place ofthe UNST
program. Students who quickly
jumped to answer the question
responded saying that instead
of the UNST program, cluster
course could be implemented
for every department. It was
even suggested that after the
freshman year students should
focus solely on theirmajor since
cluster classes make it harder
for students to double major.
look~
'Underground'gets facelift
KENNY FLOWERS
Register Reporter
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According to Carrington,
people usually just have a
DJ, order some pizza, and
have fun.Above all, the Game
Room is in sorts, a sanctuary to
some. "I enjoy coming here,
(it's) real peaceful. No trouble.
And, pricing is decent," said
amount ofhours
One can host parties in the
Game Room, or organizations
can rent it out for a certain
The A&T Student Union
GameRoom hosts atournament
a month, with the next one
being Wednesday, October 14,
from 6-10. There is a $5 entry
fee.
Sherrod and his friend and
fellowACUItournamentbuddy,
Joe Coleman, have competed
in several tournaments and
plan on continuing.
give us spending money. (It's)
a great experience, interacting
with other kids and stuff."
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The newly renovated Game
Room, open from 12-2 a.m.
on weekdays, and 4-10 p.m.
on weekends, is host to pool
tables, ping-pong tables, and
"My inspiration was Ernie
Barnes, the artist who created
the picture for Good Times,"
said Carrington.
Xavier Carrington, Union
Coordinator, supervised the
restoration ofthe Game Room.
He finished offthe renovation
by using his artistic ability
to create a mural on the back
wall.
"1 do everything...pool,
ping-pong, Wii. I try to be a
jack ofall trades," said Deniee
Sherrod, a Senior Accounting
major.Sherrod is talking about
is the newly renovated Game
Room located in the basement
ofthe Student Union.
Coleman
"We go to different places,"
says Sherrod. "We travel, and
the school pays for it. They
ACUI tournaments are a
competition ofleisure sports, in
which people travel to different
schools competing in Foosball,
poker, Nine-ball, ping-pong,
bowling, and poetry slam.
What most do not know,
though, is that the Game Room
also hosts ACUI (Association
ofCollege Union International)
tournaments.
For two dollars, anyone with
anAggie-One card can play.
Some even let loose on the
new RockBand.
Onthe sidewall are four giant
televisions, each containing a
game console. From 4-10, the
Game Room's busy hours, you
can seepeople playing Madden
10 on one ofthe XBOX 360's,
or Wii Fit. They even have the
new PS3.
fooseball
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Students critique UNST Official visits A&T; hails Gl bill
DEXTER MULLINS
Editor In Chief
LATISHA FREEMAN
Register Reporter
For
PHOTO BYKENNY
FLOWERS-THE A&T
REGISTER
"It is clearthatthis institution
has had a clear commitment to
serving veterans," Roijas said.
Addressing aroom ofabout
75 people, Roijas commended
the University for its
commitment to the GI Bill and
its successful implementation
on campus.
years
The new benefits ofthe Post
9/11 GI Bill will maximize
the benefits eligible to every
veteran, service member,
reservist, and National Guard
member an opportunity
to receive an in-state,
undergraduate education at a
public institution at no cost.
Department ofVeteransAffairs
estimates that over 250,000
veterans across America will
attend college under this new
entitlement within its first two
veterans of any historically
black college or university in
the nation.
A&T provides an education
to the largest number of
On Thursday, Sept. 24,
North Carolina A&T had
the distinction of hosting
the Assistant Secretary
for Operations, Security,
and Preparedness for the
Department ofVeteranAffaiars
Jose D. Roijas, who made the
announcement live from the
Alumni Foundation Event
Center.
AssociatedPress
EMMAVAND0RE/T0M RAUMever, said Iran had slowed workon its long-range ballistic mis-
siles and was instead focusing
efforts on short- and medium-
range missiles like the Shahab.
"This sends the wrong
signal to the interna-
Britain's Foreign Office
tional community,"
In September 2007, Toy-
ota recalled an accessory all-
weather floor mat sold for use
in some 2007 and 2008 model
yearLexus ES 350 and Toyota
Camry vehicles because of
similarproblems.
For more information, con-
sumers can contact the Nation-
al Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration's hotline at (888)
327-4236, Toyota at (800) 331-
4331 or Lexus at (800) 255-
3987.
In mid-September, Toyota
ordered 1,400 Toyota and Lex-
us dealers nationwide to ensure
that each new, used and loaner
vehicles had the proper floor
mats and that the mats were
properly secured.
"We don'tknow what the ac-
tual cause was of that accident
other than preliminary reports
that have been published so it's
impossible for us to comment
on that particular incident,"
Hanson said.
Toyota spokesman John
Hanson said the final report
had not yet been submitted in
the California case.
vehicle, launched off an em-
bankment, rolled several times
and burst into flames. One of
the family members called po-
lice about a minute before the
crash to report the vehicle had
no brakes and the accelerator
was stuck. The call ended with
someone telling people in the
car to hold on and pray, fol-
lowed by a woman's scream.
NHTSA investigators deter-
mined that a rubber all-weather
floor mat found in the wreck-
age was slightly longer than
the mat that belonged in the
vehicle, something that could
have snared or, covered the ac-
celerator pedal.
In the August incident near
San Diego, the fiery crash of a
2009Lexus ES 350killed Cali-
fornia Highway Patrol Officer
Mark Saylor, 45, and three
others on State Route 125 in
Santee. The runaway car was
traveling at more than 120
mph when it hit a sport utility
Toyota's previously largest
U.S. recall was about 900,000
vehicles in 2005 to fix a steer-
ing issue. The company de-
clined to say how many com-
plaints it had received about
the accelerator issue.
The Japanese automaker
warned owners that if they
think their vehicle is accelerat-
ing out of control, they should
check to see whether their
floor mat is under the pedal.
If a driver can't remove the
floor mat, Toyota advises driv-
ers to step on the brake pedal
with both feet until the vehicle
slows and then try to put it into
neutral and switch the ignition
to accessory power.
For vehicles with engine
start/stop buttons, Toyota said
the engine can be shut off by
holding the button down for
three seconds.
couldn't stop the vehicle
This is an urgent matter,"
Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood said in a statement.
"For everyone's sake, we
strongly urge owners of these
vehicles to remove mats or
other obstacles that could lead
to unintendedacceleration."
The recall will affect 2007-
2010 model year Toyota Cam-
ry, 2005-2010 Toyota Avalon,
2004-2009 Toyota Prius, 2005-
2010 Tacoma, 2007-2010 Toy-
ota Tundra, 2007-2010 Lexus
ES350 and 2006-2010 Lexus
IS250 and IS350.
"A stuck open accelerator
pedal may result in very' high
vehicle speeds and make it dif-
ficult to stop a vehicle, which
could cause a crash, serious in-
jury or death," Miller said.
NHTSA said ithadreceived
reports of 102 incidents in
which the accelerator may have
become stuck on the Toyota
vehicles involved. It was un-
clear how many led to crashes
but the inquiry was prompted
by a highspeed crash inAugust
in California ofaLexus barrel-
ing out of control. As the ve-
hicle hit speeds exceeding 120
mph, family members made
a frantic 911 call and said the
accelerator was stuck and they
The recall will involve pop-
ular models such as the Toyota
Camry, the top-selling pas-
senger car inAmerica, and the
Toyota Prius, the best-selling
gas-electric hybrid.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Toyota
Motor Corp. said Tuesday it
will recall 3.8 million vehicles
in the United States, the com-
pany's largest-ever U.S. recall,
to address problems with a re-
movable floor mat that could
cause accelerators to get stuck
and lead to a crash.
Toyota said it was still
working with officials with
the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration to find
a remedy to fix the problem
and said owners could be noti-
fied about therecall as early as
next week. Toyota spokesman
Irv Miller said until the com-
pany finds a fix, owners should
take out the removable floor
mat on the driver's side andnot
replace it
The Western powers warned
Iran it must open the site to in-
ternational inspection or face
harsher international sanctions.
Iran's Foreign Ministry
spokesman Hasan Qashqavi
said the missile tests had noth-
ing to do with the tension over
the site, saying it was part of
routine, long-planned military
"Iranian missiles are able to
target any place that threatens
Iran," said Abdollah Araqi, a
top Revolutionary Guard com-
mander, according to the semi-
official Fars news agency.
Iran conducted three rounds
of missile tests in drills that be-
gan Sunday, two days after the
U.S. and its allies disclosed the
country had been secretly devel-
oping an underground uranium
enrichment facility.
Both can carry warheads and
reach up to 1,200 miles (2,000
kilometers), putting Israel, U.S.
military bases in the Middle
East, and parts ofEurope within
striking distance.
The missile tests were meant
to flex Iran's military might and
show readiness for any military
threat
State television said the
powerful Revolutionary Guard,
which controls Iran's missile
program, successfully tested
upgraded versions of the medi-
um-range Shahab-3 and Sajjil
missiles
structing
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iran test-
ed its most advanced missiles
Monday to cap two days of
war games, raising more inter-
national concern and stronger
pressure to quickly come clean
on the newly revealed nuclear
site Tehran was secretly con-
Israel has trumpeted the lat-
est discoveries as proof of its
long-held assertion that Iran is
seeking nuclear weapons.
Iran'sknown industrial-scale
uranium enrichment plant is in
Natanz
By U.S. estimates, Iran is one
to five years away from having
nuclear weapons capability, al-
though U.S. intelligence also
believes that Iranian leaders
have not yet made the decision
to build a weapon.
Iran also is developing bal-
listic missiles that could carry a
nuclear warhead. A U.S. intelli-
gence assessment in May, how-
Iran's Foreign Ministry,
however, gave a different loca-
tion for the site, saying Monday
it was near the village of Fordo,
which is about 30 miles (50 ki-
lometers) south of Qom.
Jane's did not offer any im-
mediate comment on the dis-
crepancy.
After strong condemnations
from the U.S. and its allies, Iran
said Saturday it will allow U.N.
nuclear inspectors to examine
the site.
According to defense con-
sultancy IHS Janes, which did
the analysis of the imagery, it
shows a well-fortified facility
built into a mountain about 20
miles (30 kilometers) northeast
of Qom, with ventilation shafts
and a nearby surface-to-air mis-
sile site. The image was taken in
September.
The nuclear site is located in
the arid mountains near the holy
city of Qom and is believed to
be inside a heavily guarded,
underground facility belonging
to the Revolutionary Guard, ac-
cording to a document sent by
President Barack Obama's ad-
ministration to lawmakers.
Although there was no con-
firmation from the U.S. or
Iran, a satellite image provided
by DigitalGlobe and GeoEye
shows what experts believe to
be the site on a military base
near Qom.
Britain said Monday's test
further illustrates why Europe
and the U.S. have serious con-
cerns about Iran's nuclear inten-
tions, and France and the U.S.
called it a provocation.
"This sends the wrong sig-
nal to the international commu-
nity at a time when Iran is due
to meet" the six world powers,
Britain's Foreign Office said.
The six nations are the U.S.,
Britain, France, Russia, China
and Germany.
context."
The newly revealed nuclear
site has given greater urgency
to a key meeting on Thursday
in Geneva between Iran and six
major powers trying to stop its
suspected nuclear weapons pro-
gram. Solana said those talks
are now taking place "in a new
He said Iran must immedi-
ately resolve issues surrounding
its second nuclear enrichment
facility with the U.N.'s nuclear
agency.
exercises
European Union foreign pol-
icy chief Javier Solana said he
was concerned about the missile
tests
Tehran said the two-stage
surface-to-surface missile has
a range of about 1,200 miles
(1,900 kilometers) — capable
of striking Israel, U.S. Mideast
bases and southeastern Europe.
That assessment paved the
way for Obama's decision to
shelve the Bush administra-
tion's plan for a missile shield
in Europe, which was aimed at
defending against Iranian inter-
continental ballistic missiles.
Iran is not expected to have
such a missile until 2015 to
2020, according to the report,
which was described by a U.S.
government official on condi-
tion of anonymity because the
report is classified.
The Sajjil-2 missile is Iran's
most advanced two-stage sur-
face-to-surface missile and is
powered entirely by solid-fuel
while the older Shahab-3 uses
a combination of solid and liq-
uid fuel in its most advanced
form, which is also known as
the Qadr-Fl.
Solid fuel is seen as a tech-
nological breakthrough for any
missile program as solid fuel in-
creases the accuracy of missiles
in reaching targets.
Experts say Sajjil-2 is.more
accurate than Shahab missiles
and its navigation system is
more advanced.
State media reported tests
overnight of the Shahab-1 and
Shahab-2 missiles, with ranges
of 185 miles (300 kilometers)
and 435 miles (700 kilometers)
respectively.
That followed tests early
Sunday ofthe shortrange Fateh,
Tondar and Zelzal missiles,
which have arange of 120miles
(193 kilometers), 93 miles (150
kilometers) and 130 miles (200
kilometers) respectively.
Iran's last known missile
tests were in May when it fired
its longest-range solid-fuel mis-
sile, Sajjil-2.
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Leaders discuss economy at G-20 summit
Associated Press
EMMA VANDORE/TOM RAUM
The group agreed to support
changes in the makeup of the
International Monetary Fund
and World Bank.
Obama talked about actions
of the G-20 as creating or sav-
ing "millions of jobs." Yet the
U.S. economy alone has lost
3.1 million jobs since January
when Obama took office. Since
the recession started in Decem-
ber, 2007, some 6.9 million jobs
have disappeared.
They did not suggest, for
instance, how the peer review
process would be enforced.
And they failed to mention that
previous pledges to avoid pro-
tectionism had been ignored by
nearly all 20 members.
Disagreements over wheth-
er China should gain voting
strength in the International
Monetary Fund at the expense
of European nations and over
global warming language
marred the summit.
While issuing lofty vows, the
leaders failed to define how to
accomplish many of them and
were quickly back to bickering
over details.
They also went along with
Obama's push for a pledge to
withdraw government subsidies
from fossil fuels such as oil,
coal and natural gas linked to
global warming.
And, repeating pledges from
G-20 summits in November and
April, whenfinancial panic was
rampant, they vowed anew to
"reject protectionism in all its
forms."
World leaders concerned
over Iran weapons tests
In a statement, all the G-20
leaders declared major progress
from what they called their co-
ery is strong."
"That's why we will con-
tinue our stimulus efforts until
our people are back to work and
phase them out when our recov-
"Our coordinated stimulus
plans played an indispensable
role in averting catastrophe.
Now we must make sure that
when growth returns, jobs do,
too," he said at a wrap-up news
conference
Obama had pressed for just
such a course and praised the
decision
The leaders agreed to keep
stimulus plans, which include
government spending and low
interest rates, generally in place
in their respective countries for
now to avoid derailing still-
fragile recoveries.
PITTSBURGH (AP) — World
leaders on Friday issued sweep-
ing promises to fix a malfunc-
tioning global economic system
in hopes of heading off future
financial meltdowns. President
Barack Obama said actions
taken so far "brought the global
economy back from the brink."
"We leave here today confi-
dent and united," Obama said
at the conclusion of a two-day
gathering of the world's 20
top economies to deal with the
worst financial crisis since the
1930s.
They moved torequire mem-
bers to subject their economic
policies to the scrutiny of a
peer review process that would
determine whether they were
"collectively consistent" with
sustainable global growth. They
promised tighter and more coor-
dinated financial regulation.
"The old system of interna-
tional economic cooperation
is over. The new system, as of
today, has begun," said British
Prime Minister Gordon Brown,
referring to a decision to en-
hance the status for the Group
of 20 to make it the lead group
for dealing with future interna-
tional economic issues, eclips-
ing the older, Western-dominat-
ed Group of Eight.
"I have the impression that
we are on a successful path,"
said German Chancellor An-
gela Merkel, before leaving
Pittsburgh to fly back to Berlin,
where she faces German voters
on Sunday.
"It worked," they said
Although many of the pro-
nouncements and actions taken
by the leaders lacked specifics
or details on follow-through,
leaders were bold in pronounc-
ing the gathering — the third
G-20 summit in a year — as a
big success.
"There was unanimity
around the table that the errors
ofthe past won't happen again,"
said French President Nicolas
Sarkozy.
ordinated efforts and "forceful
response."
The streets of Pittsburgh
were generally calm. A few
thousand demonstrators pledg-
ing nonviolence banged drums,
danced and held signs advocat-
ing assorted causes.
South Korean President
Myung-bak said that his coun-
try will chair the G-20next year
and will host the next summit in
November 2010.
The leaders also agreed to a
U.S. proposal for a "framework
for strong, sustainable and bal-
anced growth" to deal with such
issues as China's huge trade
surpluses and the soaring U.S.
budget deficit.
In an apparent reference to
a recent trade spat in which the
United States imposed puni-
tive tariffs on Chinese tire im-
ports, Hu called on the leaders
to "resolutely oppose and reject
protectionism in all forms."
Leaders papered over differ-
ences on the executive bonus
issue by avoiding language for
specific caps, something that
France had pushed for but that
the United States had opposed.
A U.S. push for stronger
requirements for bank capital
— the cushion that banks hold
against loan losses — was in-
cluded, but with many of the
specifics over how the capital
would be determined left to set
at later meetings.
porters
the Russian president told re-
He called the United Nations
the most legitimate forum for
this
Medvedev later said that
there were limits to what the
G-20 could do, even though it
was an improvement over the
G-8 grouping. "In the world,
there are not just 20 countries,
20 economies, and therefore we
have to think how the G-20 can
work with the other countries
that are not part of this club,"
Obama circulated among the
leaders before the talks began,
speaking to Chinese President
Hu Jintao and Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev.
Said Hu: "The foundation
of an economic rebound is not
yet solid, with many uncertain-
ties remaining. A full economic
recovery will take a slow and
tortuous process."
he said. "Many of the protests
are just directed generically at
capitalism. ... One of the great
things about the United States is
you can speak yourmind."
Obama said that tough new
financial regulations backed by
the G-20 summit would help
avoid another economic crisis.
He also saidthat G-20 leaders
would spare no effort to reach a
global warming agreement at an
international gathering later this
year in Copenhagen.
Summit leaders agreed to
Obama's call to reduce govern-
ment subsidies for fossil fuels.
He said if fully implemented,
the move would phase out $300
billion in global subsidies.
"All nations have a respon-
sibility to face this challenge,"
he said.
"I fundamentally disagree
with their view that the free
market is the source of all ills,"
Obama brushed off dem-
onstrations in the city. He said
they were mild compared with
some in the past at international
gatherings.
"Pittsburgh was a perfect
venue for this work," Obama
said of the one-time despairing
Rust Belt city. "This commu-
nity has known its share of hard
times. It picked itself up and
dusted itself off. It serves as a
model for turning the page to a
21st century."
Said Obama: "We brought
the global economy back from
the brink. We laid the ground-
work today for long term pros-
perity."
They called for a similar shift
at the World Bank. European
countries, particularly France
and Britain, have been resisting
such changes.
The final statement said vot-
ing powers in the IMF "should
reflect the relative weights of its
members in the world economy,
which have changed substantial-
ly in view of the strong growth
in dynamic emerging market
and developing countries."
Now, developed industrial-
ized nations wield about 57
percent of the voting rights in
the IMF to about 43 percent
for developing nations. The
G-20 leaders called for shifting
shares from developed powers
to emerging ones by at least 5
percentage points.
Toyota recalls 3.8 million
'problem'vehiclesinU.S.
ALIAKBAR
Associated Press
"whip" refers to whipping co-
caine into crack.
Yet many people refuse to
see the destruction we are bring-
Crack as we know has been
a serious issue in theblack com-
munity for nearly three decades.
So when Lil Wayne uses this in
his song, it hits the negative as-
pect of the black community in
more ways than one.
TRUMAINE
MCCASKILL
Whip it like a slave, accord-
ing to the lyrics, does not speak
much about slavery. However
In the song, the multi-mil-
lionaire uses several offensive
lyrics that consist of insulting
the struggles ofour ancestors.
This year Lil Wayne, the
face of hip-hop and the face
of, rather we like it or not,
young black Americans re-
leased a song by the name of
"Whip It Like a Slave."
We have proven that we
can be SELF REFUELING
and SELF GENERATING in
our own destruction.
slaves
is back and it is proving to be
more profitable than ever.
However today we are prov-
ing that we no longer need a
'master" to watch over the
Some are shocked to learn
that people would actually sup-
port and defend this kind ofmu-
sic.
ing to our own people with this
kind of "enter-
tainment".
And after the
release of this
song, the hip-hop
world is seeing
more supporters
than ever
His fans go on
to proclaim that
this song is one
of his best songs
in a long time.
This informa-
tion is shocking to other hip-
hop critics who believe this is a
blatant sign of disrespect to the
black community.
However, the question I
would like to present to my
readers is why is this song so
shocking to everyone?
From his behavior and histo-
ry, Lil Wayne has never shown
an ounce of respect for himself,
his listeners, the past genera-
tions, the future generations, or
anyone who dislikes what he
does.
Although some may say Lil
Wayne is doing this for enter-
Lil Wayne has simply re-
moved the black paint and re-
placed it with big round sun-
glasses, removed thered lipstick
and replaced it with hundreds of
tattoos, and replaced degrading
jokes with degrading lyrics.
civil war
So explain to me how this is
any different than many actors
in minstrel shows following the
He appeals to all listeners,
gives the image of what the rest
of the world thinks of African
Americans, while becoming
wealthy.
He's entertaining the world
with a good rhyme scheme and
a good sense of humor.
Our history proves that there
must always be an image por-
trayed of African Americans,
and Lil Wayne has been thebest
for the job in this past decade.
But is this Lil Wayne's fault
orhas the black community cre-
ated a beast that we must now
try and tame.
Lil Wayne has become the
music industry's "overseer" and
is making sure that the listening
"slaves" never get out of place.
Wayne album coming out?
So now, much like predicted,
we have become SELF REFU-
ELING and SELF GENERAT-
ING in the destruction of our
own race, music, and individual
selves. But all we seem to wor-
ry about is, when's the next Lil
And now, nearly two decades
after the famous Willie Lynch
speech was created, the "black
slave", through our own music,
sexual habits, and moral igno-
rance, continues to carry on the
tradition of self hate and "coon-
ery."
If you feel that the words
ofLil Wayne are more relevant
to your life than the words of
scholars such as Michael Eric
Dyson, Cornel West, and Juli-
anne Malveaux, then maybe he
has successfully seasoned you
into mental slavery.
If you feel there is nothing
wrong with this type of music,
then you may be the one who
has been whipped into what the
world wants you to be.
best homecoming on earth, than
fight against what everyone tells
us is our "culture."
Or would we rather have the
So have Lil Wayne and
friends properly "whipped" us
yet, or will the educated black
people of America stop letting
ignorance spread and stand up
and realize this is not right?
In fact, I would even goas far
to say that many students would
pass up on these four years in
college just to spend a year in
one of these men's shoes, thus
leaving Black America with no
true footprint in this world.
However, most college stu-
dents would gladly give away
their last dime just to see these
men in concert.
In additionto that, all of these
men have used a gimmick to get
where they are today, opposed
to using raw talent like earlier
hip-hop artists.
Artist such as Lil Wayne, T-
Pain, Gucci Mane, Juice Man,
Plies, Rick Ross, and 50 Cent
rarely, ifever, have a productive
message in their music.
tainment purposes only, when
we look back, we realize that
the minstrel shows that were
once so popular had the same
impact on the world that he is
having.
AggieLife
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By Evan Summerville
Common sense will cure "the shuffle"
DEXTER
MULLINS
then why
would you
expect for
things to
fix them-
selves
when no
you? So
jumped
would
one is
willing to
use their
We have all accepted the no-
tion that the "Aggie Shuffle" is
just a part of the A&T experi-
ence, when really all we need to
do is use a little bit of common
sense to snap out of the delu-
sion that things have to be this
But the truth is the "Aggie
Shuffle" is really no more than
figment of our imagination.
A&T doesn't suffer from the
"Shuffle," A&T suffers from
hypochondria—the fear of a
disease thatsimply isn't real.
an end
The words are synonymous
with North Carolina A&T. Ask
any student, freshman or grad
student, and they can tell you
what it is. The "Aggie Shuffle"
has plagued this campus for
years, and it needs to come to
At every turn where we seem
to face problems, we do every-
thing in the world but the right
thing, which is to use our com-
Not onlywill this keep things
from getting lost, and forgotten
about, but it would also save
A&T thousands of dollars in
paperwork, which could be ap-
plied to scholarships instead.
Hmm, that seems to yet another
common sense solution.
Let's not clog up the pipe-
lines of communication with
frivolous paperwork: digitize
all the forms that we have that
require so many signatures and
email them.
Ifyou don'tknow the proper
person or location to resolve a
problem, why don't you pickup
the phone and ask what to do?
This too is nothing more than a
common sense solution.
started
Don't send us for a campus-
wide marathon run that results
in us coming back where we
Administration, it's your
job to listen and apply our so-
lutions. Let's kill the "aggie
shuffle," and snap out of our
hypochondria.
Students, it's our job to ask
questions that provoke real an-
swers and responses.
Stop pointing blame and
start helping. We are all going
to have to do this "common
sense" thing together.
Too many students have left
because A&T has turned it's
back on them. Let's turn A&T
around, and remind it of the
reason it exists: Us. There can
be no university without stu-
dents. And if all we need to do
to make things work is apply
our common sense, thenlets do
that.
mon sense. If we start thinking
about fixing things, and actu-
ally start fixing them, just think
of how much simpler things
wouldbecome.
The "Aggie Shuffle" only
exists because we let it. You
wouldn't jump in front of a bus
and expect to walk away the
same as you were before you
way.
When students call informa-
tion for aphone number, instead
of giving them the number and
making them call themselves,
why not just transfer them?
That would seem to be the most
common sense solution.
We do not have to accept
poor customer service as the
norm, not if we demand that
people treat us with respect.
Quite simply put, we are used
to accepting second-rate service
as the first option.
common sense?
'All men are dogs'orare they?
his seed to
she
woman for
has to offer
what
sible, not
every man
desires a
pos-
much
reproduce
MARCUS
THOMPSON
him well
But for the women who do
decide to spend their time and
efforts chasing a dog instead of
a man, I justhope that you train
My point here to both the
ladies and the gentlemen is that
chivalry is not dead and people
justhappen to make the mistake
of looking for love in the wrong
places.
I don't know if people put
themselves in bad relation-
ships due to self-esteem issues
or boredom with everyday life
or whatever their case may be,
but I believe there is a true man
out there for every heartbroken,
lovesick woman who can cure
her of the false idea that all men
are the same.
So if women have the same
tendency to view menas objects
used just for physical intimacy,
then why should the man be the
only one labeled as a dog?
ently women also view men as
"cuddy buddies."
Going back to my example
with my friend who prompted
me to speak on this issue, appar-
I have quite a few female
friends who have constantly
been through relationships that
failed because their man was
unfaithful, immature, disre-
spectful or abusive, but I also
have male friends who have had
the same problems with women
in the past.
for less
I believe you should love
someone for who they are and
not for whom you want them to
be, but I also believe thatpeople
shouldknow what they desire in
aromantic partner and not settle
As long as there is a woman
who finds a man at his worst at-
tractive and acceptable then why
should he do any better alone or
in a relationship?
havior.
do not get their act together and
so many relationships fail so
easily is because women allow
them to carry on with the most
ignorant and disrespectful be-
Even though some social sci-
entists may say that sex is as es-
sential as food, water, and shel-
ter, and biology says the man's
primary function is to spread
Now, I have been in a rela-
tionship with the same girl for
seven months and I'm not go-
ing to lie and say I'm the per-
fect gentleman all the time, but
in defense ofthe true gentlemen
out there I say to women, "Not
ALL men are dogs."
My friend, who had a fairly
recent breakup, insisted that all
guys are "liars and only out for
one thing" (sex, of course.) And
she specifically called me out
and a few of our other friends
for being dogs. However, when
I interrogated her about her own
past relationships, she admitted
that she views guys as simple
"cuddy buddies" and just ob-
jects to flirt with.
This is the statement that
a female friend of mine made
recently and so devoutly de-
fended, which sparked a debate
between the two ofus.
The reason that somany men
Now, I know that a lot of
guys may get mad at me for
admitting this, but women actu-
ally have more power than they
know.
It seems to me that far too
often the opportunity to be with
one of the nice guys is the one
opportunity that many women
have the easiest time passing up
on.
physically.
In writ-
ing this,
the phrase "nice guys finish last"
comes to mind and I feel that
this statement holds some truth
in many situations, especially in
regards to the dating game.
Register is your chance
to be heard.
E-mail your
editorials to
theatregister@gmail.com
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Lil'Wayne's gonna 'whip it like a slave'
The days ofresearching and
investigation are over. We be-
lieve and follow what we are
told, until we are told again to
do otherwise. This has led us
to where we are today. Slavery
Most people are unaware of
this because we have become a
race of people who have been
completely dependant on what
we are told through mass me-
dia.
In fact, Willie Lynch was
never an actual person. The
speech that we know of as the
famous Willie Lynch speech
was not even created until the
early 1990s.
The black slave, after re-
ceiving this indoctrination
shall carry on and will become
SELF REFUELING and SELF
GENERATING for hundreds of
years, maybe thousands." How-
ever, this speech was never ac-
tually given.
We are told that in 1712 Wil-
lie Lynch gave a speech to a
crowd of a majority white au-
dience. In this speech we learn
he said the words "I have a full
proof method for controlling
your black slaves...for at least
300 years.
Janae
Mitchell
recorded
her fifth
career
double-
double
with 11
the win
Senior
From the first set itappeared
as if the Aggies were about to
have a greatmatch. They domi-
nated early with a 6-0 run to
take an 11-4 lead. WSSU won
the second set, but weren't able
to pull out anymore from there.
The third set was a back-and
-forth volley on the scoreboard
Mellette also recorded career-
highs when she collected 20
digs and five service aces. Ju-
nior Amber Inman set her ca-
reer mark ofassists with 36.
The Aggies were in the hunt
for another win a few hours
later when they played N.C.
Central later that day. The Lady
Aggies pushed Central to the
edge but came up short.
"We need wins to build our
confidence back up, and this
was a good start," said Inman.
until a Mellette kill gave the
Aggies some momentum clos-
ing it out. The final set was
challenging for the Ladies but
they were still able win24-18. "[She] being our captain,
one ofthem, shows leadership,
puts the ball down every time
she goes up to the net," defen-
sive specialist Amber Inman
said. "She is my most depend-
able player.
Mitchell, however, set her
career mark ofkills for the sec-
ond time in the day with 15.
This inspired her teammate.
The Lady Aggies will try to
obtain another when they host
High Point on October6.
October 10
at Morgan State
Baltimore, MD
1p.m.
TEAM MEAC OVR
Tebow
may play
at LSU
MARK LONG
AssociatedPress
VOLLEYBALL
MD Eastern Shore
Delaware State
Morgan State
Hampton
Howard
Coppin State
South Carolina State
Florida A&M
Bethune Cookman
Norfolk State
North CarolinaA&T
UPCOMING GAMES:
Wednesday
vs. UNC Greensboro
Corbett Sports Center
6p.m.
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Lee and Aggies
one'phase'away
from success
Republican National Commit-
tee Chairman Michael Steele
denounced the visit on a con-
ference call with reporters
Tuesday. Calling it "noble for
the president to pitch his home
city, Chi-town," before the In-
ternational Olympic Commit-
tee Friday.
Obama's hometown allies and
evidence the president has
blurred his priorities.
President
OBAMA
Obama's decision to travel to
Copenhagen to boost Chicago's
chances of winning the 2016
Olympics has drawn criti-
cism from some Republicans,
who call it a boondoggle for
ALABAMA (AP)
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Aggies blown
away at the
'Coast7
WALLACE MILES and the North Carolina A&TAggie football team were defeatedby Coastal Carolina 28-7 Saturday evening in Conway, S.C.. Miles is currently leading theteam inreceptions with nine.
CARLTON BROWN
Register Reporter
Infact, the team's overall
execution is pretty much
parallel to the 2008 season.
Last
The first quarter of the
North Carolina A&T foot-
ball season is in the books,
and the Aggies (2-2, 1-1)
two-game losing streak is a
reflection oflast season.
"I feel like when you repeat-
edly do something, you become
basically a product ofyour hab-
its," Chizik said. "You become
a product of that. This is what
we do on offense.This is what
we do on defense. We're not
trying to reinvent the wheel
every week.
The undefeated Tigers seem
to be buying into coach Gene
Chizik's slogan "Do what we
do" even if it means something
a little different for each of
them.
But hey, it's working
AUBURN'S MOTTO
ALABAMA (AP) — Auburn's teammotto is basic, even boring.
anced attack on the team
that eventually plagued the
team throughout the sea-
Daniel
Henderson
nine
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Aggies
began the
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ing
And
there was
an unbal-
games
next
The Chanticleers rushed for
over 304 yards whilerunning
back Erik O' Neal gained a
career high 130 yards on 23
carries, to compliment the
running game Tommy Fraser
chipped in earning 98 yards
in a touchdown on 16 car-
"We're going to keep doing
that until we can get the nuts
and bolts squared away."
"We simplified our offense
some this week, and we're
going to simplify it even a
little bit more next week."
'We just have to continue
fighting.
"We have to execute better
with our quarterbacks," said
Lee. "Every time we had a
big play tonight, there was a
penalty on thatplay.
Both teams came out the
gates with no gas in the tank
going scoreless in the first
quarter with Quarterback
Carlton Fears going 7-for-22,
accumulating only 99 yards
passing while throwing 2 in-
terceptions in the game.
evening
The Aggies lost another
heartbreaker for the second
consecutive week to the
Chanticleers of Coastal Car-
olina making the team a mere
2-2- I overall for the season
in their loss 28-7 Saturday
He is just tough as nails men-
tally and physically."
"Who he is as a person, his
mental and physical toughness
is just superior. Certainly you
know you always have your
best shot with a guy like Tim
Tebow."
The 2007 Heisman Trophy
winner was put through a bat-
tery of tests Monday and was
scheduled for more Tuesday,
Meyer said. Meyer said he did
not know what grade concus-
sion Tebow has.
"Tim's doing good," Meyer
said. "All the tests are coming
back positive and I'm going to
leave it up to the medical staffto
update you guys because I don't
want to give you information
I don't know. But he's doing
good. I talk to him all the time.
Feeling better."
He spent the night at the Uni-
versity Medical Center in Lex-
ington — with Meyer and his
parents at his side.
Tebow eventually sat up with
help and slowly made his way
off the field. He started vomit-
ing on the sideline— acommon
symptom ofconcussions — and
was carted offthe field.
Tebow spent Saturday night
in a Lexington, Ky., hospital
after his helmet struck team-
mate Marcus Gilbert's leg as he
was being sacked. Tebow was
slammed to the ground and lay
motionless as teammates and
trainers rushed to him.
"You dothat with any player,
but Tim's a special guy," Meyer
said.
He was released Sunday
morning, then flew back to
Gainesville. Meyer said they
passed the time watching foot-
balland talkingabout Saturday's
41-7 victory over the Wildcats.
Florida returned to practice
Monday, but the session includ-
ed mostly freshmen, so Tebow
had the day off.
"His family's there. I just
wanted to make sure he was all
right. He was actually respond-
ing very well to everything."
Meyer said Tebow had no
neck or spine issues, and added
that he remembers the hit that
knocked him out of the game.
But it remains unclear when he
will be able to return to prac-
tice.
The Gators certainly won't
count him out to be ready for
No. 4 LSU.
"He's the toughest guy in
college football, without a ques-
tion and without a doubt in my
mind," offensive coordinator
Steve Addazio said.
"I've been around this game
a long time and a lot of places
and I've never seen a guy like
him."
"I think so, but I don'tknow
that," Meyer said.
Coach Urban Meyer said
Monday thathis star quarterback
was feeling better and eating
well two days after sustaining
a concussion at Kentucky. Al-
though Tebow still has "a little
bit ofaheadache," Meyer hopes
he will be able to play when the
top-ranked Gators (4-0) return
to the field Oct. lOatLSU.
GAINESVILLE,FLA.-Tim Tebow
could be back in the huddle in
time for Florida's biggest game
ofthe season.
nes
The Chanticleers offense
got going in the later por-
tion of the second quarter
starting with two field goals
by Justin Durham giving the
The Aggies face N.C. Cen-
tral Saturday evening in Ag-
gie Stadium.
"We're going to go back
and focus on our bread and
better," said Lee. "Hopefully,
we can get better by running
ourbread and butter."
The Chants put the game
out ofreach with a 39 yard
touch run from Tommy
Fraser, in the final minutes of
regulation, making the final
score 28-7.
team a 6-0 advantage, before
Chanticleers Quarterback Ja-
mie Childers ran for a much
needed 10 yard touch down
run, capped off with a two-
point conversion to tight end
David Duran to give the team
a 14-0lead.
The Aggies fought back
in the third quarter lead by
freshman wide out Larry
Raper going all the way to
the Chanticleer 9 yard line
on a 51 yard gain.
The Chanticleers roared
back with 73 yard six play
drive in an impressive 3 min-
ute segment, leading to Mac-
Dowall throwing a 55 yard
bomb to wide out Brandon
Whitley making the game
21-7.
On the next play Raper fin-
ished the drive on a hand off
for a 9 yard touchdown run,
to cut the lead to 14-7.
"At firstI was going in a lit-
tle too far on myroute," said
Raper. "I knew he couldn't
check me, so I justran right
by him, got to the middle of
the field and beat him deep."
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This has played a key role
in both losses - as it came a
point where they needed it
to get back in the game and
they didn't.
And finding a way move
the ball more efficiently in
the air will be critical for
the Aggies offense if they
expect towin games as they
get back into MEAC play.
takes to get production."
we have to do whatever
With the running game
carrying the offensive load
sparked by sophomore Mike
Mayhew (67.5 y.p.g.), and
the defensive consistency
(18.2 p.p.g. allowed) - as
soon as Lee and his troops
find a way to get the pass-
ing game going they could
be well on their way. which
was something that did not
happen last year.
Last week, the Aggies had
a chance to steal the mo-
mentum in the game after
the defense forced a 3-and-
out and the ensuing drive
consisted of senior quarter-
back Carlton Fears running
the ball four timesand lead-
ing to a punt.
Two weeks ago, the Ag-
gies trailed 17-7 to Hamp-
ton at the start of the fourth
quarter and freshman quar-
terbackLewis Kindle threw
an interception that eventu-
ally sealed the deal.
team," Lee said
"We're not last year's
"It's not going come next
year - it's going to come
this year."
"I'm just looking for that
game where all three phases
show up and that explosion
happens."
AndifLee is right, the Ag-
gies are well on their way.
"My thing to the offen-
sive coaching staff is that
"We have to be able to
step up and bring all three
phases to the game."
"We have to execute bet-
ter with our quarterbacks,"
Lee said.
A&T Head Coach Alonzo
Lee is well aware of what's
taken place thus far.
They have totaled just
seven touchdowns in four
games this season, and are
only averaging 113y.p.g. in
the air.
It's been a challenge for
them to move the ball in
theirpassing attack.
With the way the first
quarter has played out, this
year has the makings of the
same results unless the Ag-
gies offense can find a way
to execute effectively.
son
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Lady Aggies earn first victory of the season RUNDOWNHU
PRINCE ASKEW
Register Reporter
MEAC OVR
A number of other mile-
stones were accomplished in
The North Carolina A&T
volleyball team got its first
win of the season this week-
end against Winston-Salem
State 3-1 (25-11, 17-25,
25-21, 25-22). The victory
marks first-year head coach
Toni Conway's first win as
anAggie.
TEAM
FOOTBALL
Norfolk State
North Carolina A&T
Delaware State
Morgan State
Howard
Bethune Cookman
Florida A&M
South CarolinaState
Hampton
UPCOMING GAMES:
Saturday
vs. N.C. Central
Aggie Stadium
6 p.m.
Janae Mitchell
digs and
a career-high
14 kills. Se-
nior Tiffany

WHODUNIT? (l-r) KalilahBlack, Jessica Evans, tauren Horsky,Vanecia Boone, and NickTurner perform a scene from"The Dance on Widow'sRow,"which was
written by Emmy-nominated actor and playwright Samm-ArtWilliams.
The Department of Visual
and Performing Arts will open
their 2009-10 theater season
with "The Dance on Widow's
Row," written
by Emmy-
nominated ac-
tor and play-
wright Samm-
Art Williams
and directed
by Associate
Professor of
Theater Millei
Lucky Jr
The play
is set to run
October 1-4
and October 8-11 in the Paul
Robeson Theatre. Williams will
be attending the Oct. 3 perfor-
mance and conducting a talk-
back immediately after.
Magnolia Ellis (played by
Vanecia Boone) is a womanfrom
Fremont Street in Port Town,
N.C. She and her neighbors are
all widows and the people in
the town appropriately call their
street "Widow's Row."
Boone, a senior professional
theater major, wants to come
correct in honoring Williams in
his presence.
"We as the actors have to
bring the story up to the level
that he envisioned. There are a
lot ofelements to the story and
it is our job to bring it to life,"
Boone said.
As aplaywright, Williamshas
written several plays that were
produced in New York, Los An-
geles and other cities including
Nick Turner, a junior pro-
fessional theater major from
Winston-Salem, N.C, plays
Deacon Hudson in the play. He
"Home," which received a Tony
nomination as Best Broadway
Play. In addition to his writing
and acting credits, he served
as executive producer of "The
Fresh Prince ofBel-Air," "Mar-
tin," "Good News" and other
television productions.
Tickets are available in the
ticket office and A&T students
are free with a valid Aggie One
Card
"It's an honor because the
characters are very dear to him.
He is very influential and ifyou
do well, it could be your big
break.All he has to do is make a
phone call," Black said.
about performing in a play that
was written by Williams.
talked about the pressure ofper-
forming the work ofWilliams in
front ofhim.
"There is a lot ofpressure to
do good. You cannot half step
because he is going to be here.
Our job is to stay true to his sto-
ry," Turner said.
Kalilah Black, a junior pro-
fessional theater major from
Bronx, N.Y., plays Simone
"Simi" Jackson and talked
Overall, "Fame" gives its
audience a little bit ofsong and
dance, and a lot of comic relief,
empathy, and realism. This
would make a great family or
first date film.
"Fame" also ends without
much conclusion to anyone's
journey. The audience is just
left to wonder what happened to
eachperson after the graduation
ceremony. This direction does
bringrealism tothe filmas life is
uncertain,but it could have been
orchestrated in a much better
way. The film also neglects to
even perform the "Fame" song,
which the movie is named for.
Instead, it is only briefly heard
at the beginning and end of the
film.
In an effort to tell each
person's story, "Fame" seems
more like a watered down
version of "High School
Musical," as it has much more
acting to balance out the music
aspect ofthe film.
them should not be the main
characters.
The film begins with
some colorful auditions, as
over 150 students compete
to try to gain admission into
the prestigious high school.
It is within this first scene
that the audience gets a first
glimpse of each character's
different walk of life. As
each character goes into their
respective auditions, they
struggle with their nerves
and some find it difficult to
perform.
Fame is a remake of the
1980 movie that chronicles
the journey of four students
as they matriculate through
the New York High School
for the Performing Arts,
or "PA" as the cast fondly
refers to it. While the plot
line is still virtually identical
to the original, this year's
version ofthe film brings in
a larger cast of characters,
each with a more unique
story about their personal
journey through "PA" as
they each try to develop and
monopolize on their talent.
Ifyou like musicals, films
with a variety of angles,
or feel good movies then
"Fame" is a must-see.
Throughout the film,
the audience learns about
the background story and
struggles each character
faces in trying to reach their
goal of fame.
While thismovie is agreat
remake, it was oftentimes
predictable and seemed as
though the each character's
story line competed for
dominance. In a film with
eight characters, all eight of
I. With Cooper Hall flooding, is FEMA going to be the next head-
liner for Homecoming? 2. Should Housing and Residence Life
be held responsible for the damage from their sprinkler systems
malfunctioning? 3. How many people did you catch on the creep
when the power went out? 4. Were you working on a paper? 5.
Did you lose everything? 6. When will the football team stop
giving us ammunition for 20 questions? 7. With our miserable
record, what's the point of cheerleaders anymore? 8. Should we
let them train throughout the fall, to unveil them during basket-
ball season? 9. Why don't the cheerleaders ever cheer at bowling
matches? 10. Doesn't the bowling team have a winning record?
II. What's the problem with Gucci Mane being gang affiliated?
12. Don't most of the guys on campus already "claim sets?" 13.
I mean, real gangsters wear skinny jeans,right? 14. Did you hear
that Mary Mary and Kirk Franklin were coming to homecoming?
15. Would you still get drunk before you go to the concert? 16.
Have you ever been with someone that made you think they in-
vented sex? 17. If so, what does that mean to all the people you
were with before that person? 18. If that person did invent sex,
does that mean you're a virgin all over again? 19.What if you had
a STD? 20. Wouldn't that make you happy?
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Tame'remake is an
urban twist on a classic
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'Widow's Row opens season
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